
 Methodology
So that the Customer Segmentation model can be continuously applied 
to new card and passenger movement data, it draws as much as possible 
from automatically collected data. Major data sources include:

These datasets were used to define features for each fare card: travel 
frequency, fare instrument, mode(s) used, time of day of travel, etc. Notably, 
a “visitor score” for each card was produced using a neural network trained 
on cards that had been created and loaded at the National Airport Metrorail 
Station. The visitor model can then be applied to other cards with similar 
travel behaviors.

After more than 3,614 different segmentations of cards were generated and 
tested using machine learning methods, 21 nested customer segments 
were identified (see figure on the left). 

Highlights

   Customer segmentation methodology 
identifies distinct segments of 
WMATA’s ridership using machine 
learning on passenger movement and 
farecard data.

   Addresses shortcomings in earlier 
ridership forecasting models that do 
not address unique responses to fare and 
service level changes among portions of 
WMATA’s ridership.

   Produces enhanced datasets and 
tools that can be used to understand how 
ridership by segment has changed over time 
and how fare and service level changes can 
affect individual customer segments.

Nested Customer Segments

All Cards
2.0 million cards
23 million journeys
28-day period Oct ‘19

Cash, flash passes,
and fare evasion

Unknown number of riders
Unknown number of journeys
3.0 million unlinked trips

All Riders

Frequent
Used more than 7 days
0.5 million cards
17.3 million journeys

Infrequent
Used at most 7 days
1.4 million cards
5.7 million journeys

Bus
Suburban bus (pass, SV)
Bus SmartBenefits
Week pass bus
District Stored Value

Mix
Mixed mode students
Mixed mode (SV, SB)

Rail
Students & non-excl. comm. 
Commuters (m. pass, SV, SB)
Park & ride comm. (SV, SB)

Bus
Suburban bus occ. comm.
All-day bus users

Mix
Mixed-mode

Rail
Rail occ. comm.
Rail work & leisure
Short-term pass
Visitors

SV = Stored Value

SB = Smart Benefits

 Project Context 
Previous ridership models have struggled to accommodate the 
diversity of travel behavior on transit, especially as COVID-19 has 
changed who rides transit and how they ride it.

To address this and other forecasting challenges, WMATA and its 
consultant team (see Project Team) developed a novel Customer 
Segmentation model. With this model, WMATA can associate  
individual SmarTrip cards with a segment based on their cardholder’s 
travel behavior and other characteristics. This allows WMATA to 
quantify and forecast how different types of customers respond to fare 
and service changes.

 Example Findings 
 • Customers using pre-tax transit benefits are much less 
sensitive to fare changes than Stored Value users

 • Off-peak fare and service changes are more impactful to 
rail customer behavior than peak-hour changes.

 • Tourists have returned to transit more quickly than other 
infrequent rail customers since COVID-19

 Outcomes
The Customer Segmentation model has broad applicability 
in planning, marketing, and performance analytics. The 
project team produced novel tools to make insights from the 
model widely available within WMATA, including:

 • Interactive dashboards that support analysis of how 
ridership activity by segment and segment composition 
change over time 

 • An elasticity modeling spreadsheet tool that can be 
used to understand how service level and fare changes 
affect ridership by segment
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